Evolution of compound centromeres. A new phenomenon.
A new type of centromere aberration in a transformed cell line of rat cerebral endothelial origin is described. These cells exhibit normal monocentric, dicentric, and multicentric chromosomes. The centromeres in dicentrics and multicentrics express variable locations along the chromosome. The centromeres in some of the multicentrics are located next to each other, with small intervening noncentromeric chromatin. In others, the centromeres appear to be in the immediate vicinity of each other with no evidence of intervening chromatin. This organization of the centromeres results in what appears to be a compound centromere composed of some multiples of single centromeres. All centromeres deposit kinetochore proteins that respond to kinetochore antibody. This evidence and that obtained from electron microscopy permits the conclusion that various centromeres/kinetochores in the compound structure are functional. The study presented here points to the existence of compound large centromeres--a novel phenomenon in cytogenetics--that may be prevalent in cancer cells. In the present cell line these regions appear as long, neck-like structures in some chromosomes and may be similar to some in vivo situations such as the X in Indian muntjac.